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Preface

Automated content analysis of news media, including both news articles and users’ comments on them, can provide unparalleled insight into current events, interests and opinions, as well as trends and changes in them. The needs are varied, from the readers who consume news of their personal interest to journalists who keep track of what is going on in the world, try to understand what their readers think of various topics, or want to automate routine reporting.

The aim of Hackashop 2021 is to foster discussion and research on the combination of language technology and news media content. The hackashop provides a forum for both discussing scientific advances in analysis of news stories and their reader comments and in automated generation of reports, as well as for experimental work on identifying interesting phenomena in reader comments and reporting on them.

Accordingly, the hackashop was implemented in a dual format. A traditional track consisted of submission of scientific papers, their reviews and finally paper presentations. It was complemented by an active, experimentation-based track consisting of an online hackathon preceding the workshop, with presentation of the results in the joint workshop event. Both tracks shared the same topic, news media analysis and generation, and participants to the two tracks had a good amount of overlap.

In the workshop track, we encouraged submissions of long and short papers. Based on three experts reviews for each submission, weighing the contributions of the submission against its length, 13 papers were selected for presentation in the workshop event.

The online hackathon was organized during a three-week period in February 2021, with six participating teams. The challenges they addressed covered a broad range, as each team had the freedom to define their own aims. In the spirit of providing a joint forum for discussing both scientific advances and experimental work, five hackathon teams submitted short reports to be included in this proceedings.

We also include in this proceedings an overview paper on all the tools, models, datasets and challenges collected and provided for the hackathon, as a resource for future scientific and empirical work in the area of news media content analysis and automated report generation.

We were very happy to see several cross-disciplinary and cross-sector collaborations involving, e.g., computer scientists, social scientists and media industry, both in workshop papers and hackathon contributions. We were also happy to have numerous contributions that address multilingual settings and low-resource languages.

The workshop event on 19 April 2021 brings both tracks together, with presentations of both scientific workshop papers and empirical hackathon reports.

We would like to thank all workshop paper authors and hackathon participants for their contributions to the hackashop! We are thankful to the programme committee members for their insightful reviews of the workshop papers. We are equally thankful to the large number of experts who made tools, models, data and challenges available for the hackathon and provided support for the participants.

We are grateful to EACL for giving the opportunity to organize the hackashop with them and to experiment with a novel format. The organization was supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant 825153 (EMBEDDIA).
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